
Much more than just a larger power chair!
The new Invacare Storm4 Max is designed specifically for the needs 
of clients with a larger bodyshape. Its longer chassis supports the 
shifted centre of bodymass for improved weight distribution and 
swift mobility. Extra strong arm- and legrest support the clients 
needs to push themselves back to re-position or do some type of 
pressure relief. 
The G-Trac® option is also available, realizing the ultimate driving 
performance and traction control.
The stylish Storm4 Max completes the Storm4 family and conserves 
the trouble-free servicing.
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Technical data

Armrest
The strong and stylish armrest 
can be mounted in several 
positions as well as adjusted in 
width. 

Features and Options

Ease of use

Just as the entire Invacare Storm4 family  
is characterised by its ease of use, so 
is the Max. Batteries and electronics 
are easily accessible, making servicing 
simple. The depth of the seat can be 
simply adjusted in 3 steps which are 
indicated on the seat frame. An adapter 
to further reduce the seat depth is offered 
as an option.

Tilt and recline

For individual comfort and positioning 
the Storm4 Max offers powered tilt and 
recline options. 
The backrest recliner has a range of  
0° - 25° with a high pivot point in order to 
reduce shearing forces. 

Footboard 
Flip-up footboard supports various 
positions of the feet. It’s strong 
enough to allow the clients to push 
themselves back to reposition or 
do some type of pressure relief.

Calf pads
The extra wide Max calf pads 
are individually adjustable in 
depth and angle to give optimum 
support.
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Standard colours

Blue (RAL 5026)

Transparent red
(0200)

Black (RAL 9005)

White
(RAL 9016)

Champagne colour
(0314)

Olive green
(RAL 6003)

More detailed information, technical data, references for transport or description of 
certain options can be found in the wheelchair's user manual.

Colour options

Storm4  Max

490 - 590 mm
550 - 650 mm
610 - 710 mm

480, 510 mm560, 595,  
630 mm 1

360 - 480 mm

2080 mm

570 mm 2,3,  
630 mm 3

0°- 16° 4,
0°- 9° 5

60 mm 6°(10,5 %)

0 - 25° 1390 mm

350W 6 km/h 220 kg31 km 6

1/  Adapter to reduce seat depth by  
130 mm available

2/  For small seat frame (490 mm) only
3/  Additional 50 mm of height adjustment
4/ Powered seat tilt
5/  Man. settable seat tilt
6/  according to ISO 7176-4:2008
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